UTV-SBI-15 Isolator with PEP®
UTV-SBI-15

Summary
“The 15”
True Amalgamated would like to introduce the only dual
battery charging isolator designed specifically for use in
UTV applications. After perfecting the programing and
switching necessary to deal with the unique needs of the
UTV stator to fuel the needs of today’s UTV accessories
we redesigned the casing and construction of our unit into
the brand new, industry specific, True UTV-SBI-15; “The
15”. The results are simply spectacular.

When properly install The 15 provides piece of mind that
you will not end up “dead on the trail” from an accessory
depleted battery.

Features
The UTV-SBI-15 , nicknamed “the 15”, features a dual
sensing or ambidextrous operation the prevents it from
being installed backwards and at the same time allow it to
function and maintain, or charge, both batteries from a
single charger/float/tender attached to either battery. The
new design of the case produced a more compact,
rugged, accessible unit; now allowing an even more
simplistic install with the front connection posts. A clear
case material allows for easy viewing of the LED indicator
from any angle while presenting a clean professional
appearance. The 15 is ideal for mounting with the
included 3M Dual Lock™ fastener material or it can
actually be left suspended in the cable or with the
included screws on any flat surface. The high quality
silicon insulators provide full protection for the connection
cable ends and studs. Our PEP® programming has found
a new, very comfortable home, nestled in the 15’s newly
designed case and its physical shape and size allows for
application where you may have previously had no
mounting options. The fully waterproof construction
provides piece of mind and its fully automated function
boasts the most efficient use of available charging current
anywhere.
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Options
With this introduction also comes the introduction of the
UTV-SBI-15CK and UTV-SBI-15CM kits which provide
installation cables and monitoring capabilities. For the
dealers, resellers, and installers, TRUEAM provides
unparalleled support too not only you as a dealer but also
directly to your customer when needed. The current
accessories demand in the UTV industry reasonably
requires that a second battery isolation system be installed
on every UTV sold. This very small investment on the
dealers part plants the “seed of satisfaction” in the
customer and all but insures they will be praising that
dealer instead of cursing them for not telling them about
the need for an accessory battery system.
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